An industry initiative for testing multi-vendor interoperability

The P25 Solution Centre (PSC) provides an environment that allows you to not only test and verify the equipment and applications from multiple vendors, but also confirm for yourself the value of the options available in the Australian P25 Communications market.
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How?

- Witness the live demonstration of equipment (from multiple suppliers) working together within an integrated network environment – as specified by you
- Configure radios from different manufacturers, to then use on alternative manufacturers infrastructure – as specified by you

The PSC is the perfect environment to experience first hand your specified system in a real-life situation:

- Incorporating P25 radio and switching equipment, console equipment and RF systems from leading manufacturers
- Full time engineering support
- Direct access to participating manufacturers

Three ways to use the PSC:

- Learn the features and functionality associated with P25 vendors’ equipment
- An opportunity to see how interoperability works through project engineering demonstrations
- Bespoke customer solutions where testing a business solution/outcome is expected

Get in touch
For more information about the P25 Solution Centre or to book an appointment, please contact:
info@baicommunications.com